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ABSTRACT 

The network performance is being deteriorated by Congestion. The basic idea of AQM is to sense and detect congestion 

in advance and to inform the sender to reduce its sending rate, thereby reducing the number of packets sent in the 

network and control the congestion.   The main objective of this paper is to compare the existing AQM algorithms with 

an aim to find the pros and cons of different AQM algorithms viz. Random Early Detection (RED), Flow Random Early 

Detection (FRED), BLUE, Stochastic Fair BLUE (SFB) and CHOKE algorithm. These algorithms are compared using 

identified QoS parameters. After analysing and comparing numerous AQM algorithms it is found that none of the single 

algorithm can solve all the problems.  

Keywords: AQM, RED, BLUE, FRED, SFB and Choke. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Congestion becomes one of the primary issues in networking owing to the rapid growth of computer network 

technology because network’s performance is being affected by congestion. When the incoming packet is 

larger than the available resources then congestion occurs at router buffer at networks.    

Followings can reduce the performance for the computer networks. 

 a. If the queue length is increased also the waiting time for packets. 

 b. Debasing the amount of packet that is passed through the buffer successfully. 

 c. Increasing the packet loss probability due to outcome of overflow.  

d. If packet dropping probability is increased.  

To improve the network performance a congestion control algorithm called Active Queue management 

(AQM) is proposed [1]. These algorithms set out to control the queue length before the buffer is full. AQM 

algorithms basically reduce the average queue length of buffer.  

Hence, end to end delay is reduced as well [2]. This algorithm is used to maintain the buffer queue length 

within an appropriate range by discarding data packets in the buffer queue actively. It increases data 

throughput and reduces service delay at the price of buffer utilization. AQM applies to scenarios in which 

bandwidth is limited and congestion is likely to occur. AQM not only ensures high link utilization but also 

reduces the delay of services that require low transfer delay. It also enhances fair utilization of bandwidth 

among services and increases data throughput. 

 

2. EXISTING AQM ALGORITHMS 

AQM algorithms sense the network congestion in advance and inform the sender to reduce its sending rate 

thus minimizing the number packets in the network. There are numerous AQM algorithms but in this paper, 

we have considered following AQM algorithm.  

2.1  Random Early Detection (RED) 

RED algorithm for RED Gateways was first of all proposed by Sally Floyd and Van Jacobson [3]. RED is an 

AQM algorithm which is also known as Random Early Detection or Random Early Discard or Random Early 
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Drop that provides mechanism for congestion avoidance. Traditional drop tail algorithm drops the packets if 

the buffer is full. Drop tail algorithm does not fairly distribute the buffer space among the traffic flow. Drop 

tail algorithm can also lead to global synchronization. This problem is overcome in TCP RED. RED algorithm 

monitors the average queue size and marks packets. If the buffer is almost empty, all incoming packets are 

accepted. When the buffer is full, all incoming packets are dropped [4]. Thus RED buffer mechanism works 

with constant bit rate (CBR) traffic can be used at an early stage to know the effect of change of network 

parameters over system performance. The main aim of RED is to control the queue size and indicating the end 

hosts when to slow down their packet transmission rate. It takes benefit of the congestion control mechanism 

of TCP by randomly dropping packets earlier to periods of high congestion, RED [4] tells the packet source to 

reduce its transmission rate. Assuming the packet source is using TCP, it will reduce its transmission rate until 

all the packets reach their destination, representing that the congestion is cleared.   

Random early detection is a queue management scheme that is proposed to respond the shortcomings of drop 

tail. RED [5] perfectly notifies one of the sources of congestion by randomly dropping an arriving packet. The 

selected source is informed of the packet loss and its sending rate is reduced accordingly. Therefore, 

congestion is alleviated. It is an early congestion declaration. The dropping probability is a function of 

average queue length. When the queue tenure grows, congestion builds up. Then, the dropping probability 

increases in order to supply enough early congestion notifications another goal of RED [6]is to eradicate 

biases against busty sources in the network. This is done by limiting the queue, use so that there is always 

room left in the queue to buffer transient bursts. 

2.2 Flow RED (FRED) 

FRED algorithm was developed by Lin and Morris [3]. FRED is Flow based Random Early Detection which 

is modified version of RED, which was developed by Lin and Morris which uses per active flow accounting to 

make dropping decision for different active flow accounting to make dropping decision for different active 

flow in the queue depending on their bandwidth usage. FRED keeps a track of each flow and bandwidth usage 

of each flow that are inside the queue hence the cost of FRED is independent from number of flows but is 

proportional to the buffer size. FRED was developed as an alternative to RED algorithm to protect from 

number of fragile flow and to maintain high degree of fairness. [7] 

2.3 Blue 

 Blue is another extension of RED developed by Wu-Chang and Feng. [3] BLUE is an AQM algorithm in 

which queue management is done base on the link utilization and number of packets dropped. BLUE 

maintains variable pm to estimate marking probability for either marking the packet or dropping the packet. 

When queue becomes full it starts dropping the packets. When queue becomes full it starts dropping the 

packet and pm is incremented by factor δ1. If the queue is empty pm is decremented by the factor δ2. The 

value of δ1 is set such a way that δ1 > δ2.BLUE uses one more parameter called freeze time which determines 

the time interval between two successive updates of freeze time. [7] 

2.4 Stochastic Fair Blue (SFB) 

 SFB is another AQM algorithm which protects the TCP flows against the non-responsive flow using BLUE 

AQM algorithm. SFB algorithm identifies and rate limits the non-responsive flow and mechanism used to 

identify this non-responsive flow is same as the accounting mechanism used in BLUE algorithm. SFB 

maintains N*L accounting bins where L is the number of level and N is the number of bins in each level. SFB 

also maintains L independent hash functions each associated with one level of accounting bin. 

SFB maintains a variable called pm which keeps a track of marking/dropping probability in each bin. When a 

new packet arrives it is mapped into one of N bins in each of the l levels. When the number of packets mapped 

to a bin goes above certain threshold value pm is increased. If the number of packets drops to zero the pm is 

decreased. [7] 

2.5 Choke 

As a queue management algorithm, Choke [8] differentially penalizes non-responsive and unfriendly flows 

using queue buffer occupancy information of each flow. Choke calculates the average occupancy of the FIFO 
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buffer using an exponential moving average, just as RED does. It also marks two thresholds on the buffer, a 

minimum threshold minth and a maximum threshold maxth. If the average queue size is less than minth, every 

arriving packet is queued into the FIFO buffer. If the aggregated arrival rate is smaller than the output link 

capacity, the average queue size should not build up to minth very often and packets are not dropped 

frequently. If the average queue size is greater than maxth, every arriving packet is dropped. This moves the 

queue occupancy back to below maxth. When the average queue size is bigger than minth, each arriving 

packet is compared with a randomly selected packet, called drop candidate packet, from the FIFO buffer. If 

they have the same flow ID, they are both dropped. Otherwise, the randomly chosen packet is kept in the 

buffer (in the same position as before) and the arriving packet is dropped with a probability that depends on 

the average queue size. The drop probability is computed exactly as in RED. In particular, this means that 

packets are dropped with probability 1 if they arrive when the average queue size exceeds maxth.  A flow 

chart of the algorithm is given in Figure 2. In order to bring the queue occupancy back to below maxth as fast 

as possible, we still compare and drop packets from the queue when the queue size is above the maxth. Choke 

has three variants: 

Basic Choke (Choke): It behaves exactly as described in the above, that is, choose one packet each time to 

compare with the incoming packet. 

Multi-drop Choke (M-Choke): In M-Choke, m packets are chosen from the buffer to compare with the 

incoming packet, and drop the packets that have the same flow ID as the incoming packet. Easy to understand 

that choosing more than one candidate packet improves Choke’s performance. This is especially true when 

there are multiple non-responsive flows; indeed, as the number of non-responsive flows increases, it is 

necessary to choose more drop candidate packets. Basic Choke is a special case of M-Choke with m=1. 

Adaptive Choke (A-Choke): A more sophisticated way to do M-Choke is to let algorithm automatically 

choose the proper number of packets chosen from buffer. In A-Choke, it is to partition the interval between 

minth and maxth into k regions, R1, R2, …, Rk. When the average buffer occupancy is in Ri, m is 

automatically set as 2i (i = 1, 2, …, k). [2] 

Table 1: Comparison of AQM Algorithm with respect to different QOS parameters 

Parameters RED FRED BLUE SFB CHOKE 

Goal of 

Algorithm 

Optimized for cell-based 

architecture in ATM 

networks. 

Make RED 

fair. 

 

Low loss rates and 

low queue length 

oscillation. 

To detect the non-

responsive flows 

To maximize the 

system capacity 

Link Utilization Good Good Good Good Good 

Fairness Unfair Fair Unfair Fair Fair 

Complexity 
HIGH Q Sampling 

frequency 

HIGH Q 

Sampling 

frequency 

HIGH Q Sampling 

frequency 

HIGH Q Sampling 

frequency 

HIGH Q Sampling 

frequency 

Computational 

Overhead 

 

Arrival 

 

Arrival-

departure 

 

Freeze-time 

 

Freeze-time 

 

Arrival 

 

Space 

requirement 
Large Small Small Large Small 

Malicious-aware 

 

No, Pdrop increases 

linearly with the 

utilization of bandwidth. 

No No No No 

Pre-flow state 

information 
No Yes No No No 

Special 

characteristic 

Takes the characteristics 

of ATM networks into 

account. 

 

RED combined 

with per-flow 

state. 

Hash-bin based 

detection of greedy 

flows 

Enforce fairness 

among a large 

number of flows. 

Foster reciprocation 

and is robust to free 

riders. 

Configuration 

complexity 
Hard Easy Easy Hard Easy 

[9] [10] [11] 
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Table 2: Comparison of AQM algorithm with respect to advantages and disadvantages 

 

ALGORITHM ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

RED 

 Early congestion detection 

 No bias against busty traffic 

 No global synchronization. 

 Difficulty in parameter setting 

 Insensitivity to traffic loads and drains 

rates. 

FRED 

 Good protection from misbehaving flows  Maintain Per-flow state 

 RED disadvantages 

BLUE 

 Simplicity 

 High throughput and maintain small queue 

 Slow response and dependence on history 

 Not Scalable. 

SFB 

 Protects TCP flow against non-responsive 

flow 

 Identifies and rate limits the non-responsive 

flow 

 Enforces the fairness among the flow 

 SFB needs to reconfigured with non-

responsive flow 

 Bandwidth requirement for non-

responsive flow depends on the parameter 

Box-time 

CHOKE 
 It provides better packet delivery ratio.  Fair bandwidth allocation. 

 

 

3. VARIOUS ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN AQM TECHNIQUES. 

 Fairness problem in case of changing traffic mix static threshold setting 

 Total utilization can be fluctuated 

 Mismatch between macroscopic and microscopic behavior of queue length 

 Insensitivity to the input traffic load variation 

 Parameter configuration problem. 

 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we have analysed compared and surveyed various AQM algorithm like RED, FRED, BLUE, 

Choke and SFB. After analysing it was found that, RED AQM algorithm does not stabilize the queue size and 

monitors the queue length. BLUE AQM algorithm greatly reduces the buffer requirement needed to support 

differentiate service. FRED AQM algorithm records per active flow information. SFB statistically multiplex 

buffer to bins, but need to be reconfigured with large number of non-responsive flows. This paper tries to 

compare various AQM algorithms and projects the desirable quality and short comings that exists in each 

algorithm of their performance. After performing a comparative analysis it was observed that no single 

congestion control can solve all of the problems hence more research is needed to be carried out in this area. 

We have planned to develop a new algorithm by doing hybridization of RED, SFB, BLUE and Choke AQM 

algorithms so that the new algorithm can take the advantages of the existing algorithms and provide a better 

result. 
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